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Q: Mealplans are a requirement, why are they so expensive? Can things be adjusted? 

A: Students were picking the least expensive mealplan, even though it wasnt what they needed. Since 

residents halls weren’t made to cook, a fourth type a mealplan can be developed with a new type of 

housing facility. 

Q: Can you change mealplans after the start of the semester? 

A: There is a fee with changing, our goal is to figure out why students are not using meals. Partnered 

with _ to better explain mealplans. 

 Q: Can you drop the fee after the two weeks? 

 A: Two weeks is not a great time span to see if the plan is right for the student. Mealplans are 

used to assign staffing.  

 It can be discouraging to get a mealplan after their freshman year. 

 

Q: Will there be a possibility of changing much money to flex dollars? 

A: Potentially, theres no guarantee the money will be going towards dining.  

 

Q: what about munch money spring to munch money fall?  

A:  Why did it not get used? 

 

Q: Only 3 out of the 13 advertised places to eat are open.  

A: We moved simply to go items to red mango 

 

Q: Is there signage near simply to go? 

A: Yes 

 

Q: Red mango is always congested, its not worth while to wait. Is there a way to separate the line? 

Extend the line? 

A: Would grub hub work?  - yes 

 

 



Q: Can we get healthier options for the vending machines? 

A: We can do some checking on that. 

 

Q: Chick fil a closes very early, students cannot use meal swaps.  

A: We need atleast 50 student workers, 10-12 hours a week. We are offering 300 sign-on bonus and 

giving a dollar to flex every hour worked.  

 What is the wage? 

 $10/hr, everything is negotiable 

 Advertise that you are flexible. 

 

Q: what is the plan for the spring semester 

A: if we get more workers we can extend those hours. The temp agencies we work with are also 

struggling. 

 

Q: Can we extend the meal swap time? 

A: That can hurt the loft. Meal swap starts at 3 on the weekends.  

 

Q: On archies you can order things, but you cannot order salads or sushi. And there is not uniform hours 

for delivery.  

A: The hours are 3-9pm, it should not be turned off.  

 

Q: The mealplans are 3 sides, can we take less? 

A: You can take less. We can look back at the structure of the plans. 

 

Q:  You get charged for meals on weeks that we are on break.  

A: 

 

Q: Instead of meals a week can we do meals a semester? 

A: It will throw of how meal plans are designed to use.  

 



The price of the meal plan drives freshman away from the resident halls.  

 

Q: Having a kitchen for the resident halls. 

 

Q: Could we rotate the dining? 

A: We offer the Mexican options in the loft.  

 I will not be going to the loft, I forget that it even exists.  

 

Q: Is there a chance to open anything where steak n shake would have been? 

A: We can do a preference survey. 

 

 


